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Understanding User Perceptions of Response Delays in
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UJWAL GADIRAJU, Delft University of Technology, Netherlands
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Crowd-powered conversational systems (CPCS) are gaining considerable attention for their potential utility
in a variety of application domains, for which automated conversational interfaces are still too limited. CPCS
currently suffer from long response delays, which hampers their potential as conversational partners. The
majority of prior work in this area has focused on demonstrating the feasibility of the approach and improving
performance, while evaluation studies have primarily focused on response latency and ways to reduce it.
Relatively little is currently known about how response delays in a CPCS can affect user experience. While
the importance of reducing response latency is widely recognized in the broader field of human-computer
interaction, little attention has been paid to how response quality, response delay, conversational context, and
the complexity of the task affect how users experience the conversation, and how they perceive waiting for
responses in particular. We conducted a between-subjects experiment (𝑁 = 478), to examine the influence of
these four factors on the overall waiting experience of users. Results show that users 1) evaluated the waiting
experience more negatively when the response delay was longer than 8 seconds, 2) underestimated the elapsed
time but experienced more frustration in tasks with high complexity, 3) underestimated the elapsed time and
experienced less frustration with high quality bot’s utterances, 4) judged response delays to be slightly longer,
and experienced more frustration in an emotion-centric CPCS compared to a task-centric CPCS. Our insights
can inform the design of future CPCSs with regards to defining performance requirements and anticipating
their potential impact on the user experience they can facilitate.

CCS Concepts: •Human-centered computing→ Natural language interfaces; Empirical studies in
HCI.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Crowd-powered Conversational Agents, Response Latency, Perceived
Response Latency, Time Perception, Waiting Tolerance, Cognition, Affect
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conversational user interfaces have attracted considerable attention in human-computer interac-
tion (HCI), already since the early days of this field, as they can be deployed quickly, they have low
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training costs and thereby can support a wide variety of applications, such as tutoring, companion-
ship, and information retrieval, among others. Despite great progress, current artificial intelligence
(AI) techniques and natural language processing are not yet capable of dealing with the full com-
plexity of free-form conversational interactions, often resulting in conversation breakdowns [9].
Crowd-Powered Conversational Systems (CPCS) [48, 69] have been proposed as a remedy to these
shortcomings of AI. CPCS can be more robust than current AI and can handle interaction with
users in a fluid, multi-turn conversation. CPCSs make use of sophisticated recruiting, rewarding
and user interface techniques to reduce latency of crowd input from hours to a few seconds [11].
A pioneering example of a CPCS is Chorus [69], which is a text-based conversational agent that
assists end-users with information retrieval tasks by conversing with an online group of workers
in real time. Since such CPCSs rely (fully [69] or partially [48]) on operation by humans, significant
response delays can be expected that might frustrate end-users and compromise the overall user
experience. The typical workflow of CPCS is depicted in Figure 1, highlighting locations where
latency may occur.

Fig. 1. This diagram depicts a typical workflow of CPCS. (1) First, user sends a message to the server. This
message may take some time to reach the crowd workers depending on network bandwidth, resulting in
network latency [67]; (2) The message is then sent to a pool of active workers; (2a-2b) if there are no workers
in the active pool when user sends a message, then server requests recruitment algorithm to hire a sufficient
number of workers from the crowdsourcing platform. The time it takes for an interested crowd worker to
accept a newly posted task is referred to as recruitment latency [43]; (2c) When workers take their first task,
they are often required to complete tutorials or qualification tasks before being able to perform actual tasks.
This causes training latency [43]; (2d) After training, they are assigned to a pool of active workers; (2c*) If
they are already qualified for the job, they can begin immediately, albeit this is rare. Once in the active pool,
they are allocated to one of two roles: one set of workers (authors) creates responses, while another group of
workers (auditors) validates those responses before they are returned to the users. The task completion latency
is the time required for a worker to finish a task, which varies according to the workers’ skill, fatigue, and a
variety of other factors [52]. (3) The messages generated by one group of workers (authors) are forwarded to
another group of workers (auditors) for validation, introducing quality assurance latency ; (4) This certified
message is then transmitted to the server, where it may encounter delays owing to network latency; (5) finally,
the message is reached to the intended user.
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Research on time perception in HCI suggests that with longer response time, users show more
frustration and stress [104], perform poorly [18], demonstrate dissatisfaction with the system [27]
and may even be affected physiologically [98] (e.g., elevated blood pressure). Although there is
wide agreement concerning the negative effects of long response times on end-users, views differ
on what waiting times are acceptable; some researchers advocate 10 seconds as an upper limit
[85], while others suggest a stricter 8 seconds limit [35]. The notion of an acceptable time delay
refers directly to how users experience delays rather than on the objectively measurable time delay
between user utterances and system responses. The majority of work in CPCS has only focused on
reporting or reducing the “actual” or system response latency (See section 2.2 for more details), but
relatively little is known concerning the subjective experience of such response delays. Here we
examine the “perceived” latency, which is a subjective measure pertaining to the user experience
which pertains to the perception of the waiting time between conversational turns. Evaluating the
perceived waiting times in CPCS and how they influence user’s attitudes towards the system can
help prioritize requirements and guide the design of these systems, leading to our first research
question:

RQ1: How do end users perceive the response latency of a CPCS while interacting with it?
One can expect to receive responses of mixed quality from CPCSs. This is in part due to incon-

gruity of workers’ skills and expertise with the task, biased interests, unfair incentives, poorly
designed tasks, insufficient workers’ training, among others [4, 7, 26, 61]. A high-quality response
is one that is appropriate to the user’s utterance, contains helpful and concrete advice and gives
individualized attention to the user [123]. We hypothesize that a high-quality response from CPCS
can positively influence the overall waiting experience. For this paper, waiting experience refers
to perceived waiting time (believing that less or more time has passed than the actual duration),
cognitive appraisals of the wait [70, 93, 116] (i.e., evaluations based on instrumental beliefs, such as
performance and usefulness), affective appraisals of the wait [70, 93, 116] (i.e., evaluations based
on feelings, emotions, and moods) and perception of overall interaction quality. We refer to the
cognitive and affective appraisals collectively as appraisals of the wait. Our selection of measures
for the appraisals of the wait is based on prior research in time perceptions that has shown an
inverse relationship between utilitarian evaluations (e.g. performance and lengthy waiting time
[18]) and emotional states (e.g. stress and lengthy waiting time) [104], and between the quality of
the response contents and negative affect states [125] . Thus, in the case of high-quality responses,
users may perceive time to pass faster, may experience less stress, and a better overall interaction
quality. This line of reasoning leads us to the following research question:

RQ2: How does the quality of responses generated by a CPCS influence the waiting
experience of users?

Recently, researchers have adopted machine learning to quantify task clarity [37] and task
complexity [124] for crowdsourcing tasks and studied their impact on the worker performance
[36]. In our study, we want to examine whether the complexity of a conversational task has any
impact on the time perceptions within the CPCS context. For instance, take an example of an
information retrieval based CPCS where a simple search task requires only retrieving factual
information from an information resource (e.g., What is the name of the deepest point in the
ocean?). Next to that, a more complex search task involves also organizing factual information
into a new pattern or generating a new plan (e.g., Help me to put together two thirty-minute
low impact exercise programs for my 90-year-old granny). Similarly, a stress management CPCS
requires answering user complaints involving complicated and multi-layered stressors and entails
higher cognitive complexity and time investment than a simple stressor concerning weight loss
or exam stress. Correspondingly, workers may need more time in generating a response for a
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complex case and the user might expect the CPCS to take longer to respond. Arguably, this could
influence the overall waiting experience positively, with users underestimating the elapsed time
and experience comparatively less affective responses to the delay when the complexity of task
is high. This notion is supported by prior research that explains that increase in cognitive load
can decrease the perceived time delay [6, 13]. It should be emphasized that task complexity can
be related to both the difficulty of the task [122] and the context of the conversation [107] (see
next paragraph). Since one of the study’s overarching aims was to gain a better understanding of
the influence of task complexity as a broad construct, we employed two types of tasks to reflect
complexity in terms of the conversational context in addition to the complexity specified at the
task level, as opposed to considering either of these alone. In the context of CPCSs this leads to the
following research question:

RQ3: How do conversational tasks of varying complexity affect the waiting experience of
users in CPCS?

Furthermore, we wanted to explore the effects of two different task types on the waiting expe-
rience for the following three reasons: (1) We created two distinct task types in light of a prior
research indicating that user expectations regarding delays may vary according to the type of
conversational context [89, 107]. For instance, in our recent study [2], we evaluated the usefulness
of several engaging interventions or waiting-time fillers in lessening the impression of time. We
discovered that fillers, notably those that demand users to complete a secondary activity while
waiting, were more helpful in Information Retrieval (IR) activities than the stress mitigation task.
Likewise, when prolonged delays in the service of a robot are inevitable, the research [89] found
that consumers in the chitchat settings were marginally less satisfied with lengthier waits than
users in the IR conditions. Thus, we were intrigued if this distinction remained true when we
enabled end users to interact with various sorts of activities in CPCS, when no fillers were offered.
This knowledge would aid the developer of CPCS in determining the upper and lower limits of
an acceptable waiting time in CPCS for different task types and in creating applicable mitigation
measures depending on the conversational context. (2) Furthermore, we focus on both stress miti-
gation and IR tasks due to the pervasiveness of these tasks in contemporary CPCSs. For instance,
Panoply [83] and CoZ [4] are crowd-powered conversational systems that provide on-demand
emotional support to people. In the context of IR, Chorus [69] and Evorus [48] are crowd-powered
text-based chatbots that assist users with IR tasks. The two tasks differ in breadth and depth of
focus, duration, and speed [42]. In stress mitigation, workers engage with users through multi-turn
conversation by asking focusing or evoking questions, expressing empathy, and reflecting and
validating the users’ concerns. Therefore, users are expected to experience shorter delays, giving the
impression of a continuous and fluent dialogue, enhancing therapeutic engagement, and sustained
usage. On the other hand, IR tasks can be completed with either single or fewer dialogue exchanges
with considerable delays because workers sometimes have to find the relevant information on the
Web. In Table 1, we have provided some examples of task-centric and emotion-centric dialogues
to help readers distinguish between the two tasks. (3) Finally, we choose to explicitly add the
stress mitigation task because of its ubiquitous relevance. While technology-assisted behavioral
interventions can be implemented more easily than in-person interventions, they are limited in
their ability to comprehend or express emotions and provide contextualized assistance [62, 87]. As
a result, researchers have lately begun to examine crowd-sourced emotional support solutions [83].
However, the bulk of existing tools are oriented on the asynchronous approach, which places a low
premium on response time. However, research indicates that when creating conversational bots
for mental health applications, response time is a crucial characteristic to consider [23]. Thus, we
sought to ascertain the acceptable waiting time for real-time crowd-powered affective applications,
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which are gaining traction in response to global mental health challenges. This potential influence
of task type motivates the following research question:

RQ4: How does the nature of the conversational task affect the waiting experience of user
in CPCS?

Table 1. Examples of task-centered and emotion-centered dialogues

Ta
sk
-c
en
tri
cD

ia
lo
gu

e

IR based bots Examples

Em
ot
io
n-
ce
nt
ric

D
ia
lo
gu

e

Topics of Motivational Inter-
viewing (MI) / Active listen-
ing

Examples [88, 120]

Chorus [69] Hi, I want to know how to make
lasagna?

Focusing Question How would you feel about that?

Evorus [48] Can you find me some good restau-
rants in Pittsburgh?

Evoking Question What worries you about your cur-
rent situation?

Guardian [47] hello, I like to know some informa-
tion about the movie Titanic

Reflective listening If I heard you correctly, this is what
I think you are saying: *.

Humorous
Bot [19]

I want to understand how rocks are
formed

Expressing Empathy / MI-
adherent statement

Anyone would feel this way if they
were in your situation.

To answer RQ4, we developed two chatbots (Figure 2 & 3) to simulate the CPCS for two different
contexts: stress mitigation and IR. For stress mitigation, we developed Stress-bot, which is a chatbot
we built on the principle of active listening [100] and Motivational Interviewing (MI) skills [78]. To
support IR tasks, we built an IR-bot, which is a chatbot that answers IR queries in the health, science,
and entertainment domains. To answer RQ1, we varied the response time of the two chatbots
based on the following geometric sequence: 2s, 4s, 8s, and 16s. We adopted this sequence from prior
research in computer response theory and crowdsourcing [4, 18]. To answerRQ3we developed two
variants of the bots each supporting a different complexity of conversational tasks: a high and a low
complexity. For Stress-bot, the high complexity task involves a challenging scenario with multiple
input stressors (any life event or past experience that causes stress) whereas the low complexity task
involves a single stressor and a relatively simple situation, such as exam stress. For an IR-bot, the
complexity of the search task was varied based on the cognitive complexity framework proposed
by Kelly et al. [57] which provides different reusable sample search tasks that we used in the
current study. To address RQ2, we made two versions of bots based on response quality: high
and low. For the Stress-bot, a high-quality response was based on statements that were vetted by
professional therapists whilst a low-quality response was simply based on small-talk. For an IR-bot,
a high-quality response was detailed, complete and meaningful, while a low-quality response
was incomplete and contained an element of hesitancy or uncertainty. In total we developed 32
experimental conditions: 2 x Context, 2 x Complexity, 2 x Quality and 4 x Delay.

We conducted a between-subjects (𝑁 = 478) experiment on the Prolific crowdsourcing platform
to study the influence of four factors (described above) on the waiting experience. The waiting
experience was assessed by the perceived waiting time (in seconds), an appraisal of the wait
(long/short judgments and affective responses), and the interaction quality. Our findings show that:

• RQ1: Among the four levels of delay compared in the experiment, the 16s delay resulted in
more irritation and boredom in the participants. The 8s delay was considered tolerable while
the 2-4s delay was perceived as robotic and unrealistically fast.

• RQ2: When the quality of the response content was high, participants reported a more
positive waiting experience and showed a greater engagement with the CPCS.

• RQ3: When the complexity of the task was low, participants overestimated the elapsed time
than the actual duration, and perceived quality of the response more positively.
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• RQ4: When interacting in information retrieval tasks (IR-bot), participants underestimated
the elapsed time, experienced less stress, and perceived the quality of interaction more
positively than participants who performed the stress mitigation tasks (Stress-bot).

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review related work.
In Section 3, we detail our methodology including the design of the conversational interfaces,
the procedure and the measures used in the study. In Section 4, we detail our results including
participants’ feedback on long delays. In Section 5, we discuss the insights gained from our results.
Finally, in Section 6, we conclude with some implications for designing future CPCSs.

Fig. 2. User Interface of Stress-bot. This figure shows a portion of real chat between Stress-bot and one of
the participants from an experimental condition where task complexity and quality of responses of Stress-bot
were set to high. Stress-bot initiates the discussion and then allows users to share their ostensible worries
based on the description of fictional character. Participants can access the description of the character anytime
by clicking the "Got stuck?" link; after that, the description of the character is shown in a popup window.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Psychology of System Response Time in Human-Computer Interaction
Empirical evidence appears to confirm the notion that system response time (SRT) is an important
factor that influences many aspects of the interaction, such as user satisfaction [27], performance
[18], user stress [104], quality of work [53], among others. For instance, Davis and Heineke [27]
found evidence that high values of perceived waiting time and actual waiting time can reduce the
customer satisfaction in a service operation context. A study of response delays in browser-based
applications [44] found that for every three second increase in the system response time, there
is an average of .22 drop in average satisfaction and suggested that dissatisfaction may lead to
discontinuing the use of the application. Toomim et al. [114] found that Mechanical Turk workers
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Fig. 3. User Interface of an IR-bot. (A): An IR-bot initiates the conversation by displaying some predefined
domains in the form of quick replies. These quick replies disappear when the user chooses one of them.(B):
After selecting a domain of interest, an IR-bot then replaces quick replies with a predefined search task, and
displays it in a chat bubble. (C): Finally, users can click a quick reply to exit out of the IR task.

preferred to continue with the task when the time to complete the task was lowered as predicted by
Fitts’ Law. Jacko et al. [53] investigated the combined influence of network delay (short, medium,
or long) and media (text or text/graphics) on usability assessment. One important finding of their
experiment was that participants perceived the quality of the document to be lower when the
delays were lengthier even when the text was augmented with graphics. Some researchers have
studied the effect of long delays on the affective experience concerning SRT, such as frustration and
stress. For example, Schleifer and Amick III [104] claimed that participants who experienced longer
SRTs provided higher ratings of frustration, impatience, and stress. Other researchers studied the
physiological effects (rapid heart rate and blood pressure) associated with longer SRTs. Seen in this
light, Riedl and Fischer [98] found that the heart rate and blood pressure of those participants who
experienced longer SRTs was elevated.

2.1.1 Acceptable System Response Time. Earlier research results pertaining to what response delays
are acceptable for users diverge [75]. Shneiderman [109] stated that a system that responds in under
two seconds is considered more acceptable than a system that takes longer to respond. Nielsen
in his book of Usability Engineering [85] argued that “10 seconds is about the limit for keeping
the user’s attention focused on the dialogue.” Fröhlich [35] provided empirical evidence that while
interacting with a speech application, users can only tolerate silences not exceeding 8s. Another
study [54] examined the effects of delayed system responses upon user stress and the mental strain
they feel. Results show that 63% of their participants wanted a response delay of maximum 5
seconds, while only 20% were positively inclined towards 10-seconds delay.

2.1.2 Response Time of Chatbots. In human-chatbot interaction, only a few studies investigated the
effects of variable response delays on the perceived interaction quality. Such studies mainly relate
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the response times of chatbots with their perceived humanness and persuasiveness. Stemming
from the work of persuasion in computer mediated communication, Moon [80] found a non-
monotonic relationship between response latency and the persuasiveness of a chatbot’s messages.
Participants were invited to solve the desert survival problem together with a chatbot. Participants
who interacted with a chatbot with moderate response latency (5-10s) were more willing to modify
their preferences according the chatbot’s suggestions, compared to those who interacted with a
chatbot that responded with either long delays (13-18s) or short delays (0-1s). Gnewuch et al. [39]
studied the relationship between response delays of a chatbot and its perceived humanness and
social presence. The authors dynamically varied the response delays based on the complexity of the
message (calculated with the Flesch-Kincaid grade level, a readability test to determine how difficult
a message is to understand). Their results indicate that a chatbot that sent dynamically delayed
responses was perceived to be more human-like and had more social presence than a chatbot that
sent messages quickly without significant delays.

2.2 Response Delays in Crowd-powered Conversational System
2.2.1 Real-time Crowdsourcing and its Applications. In its early days, crowdsourcing was treated
as an asynchronous mechanism by which tasks could be completed in batches, taking hours to
complete. In recent years, researchers have developed methods to recruit workers on demand
from crowdsourcing platforms and created techniques to reduce latency. Such methods enable
real-time crowdsourcing (RTC) [66] and the resulting systems that support the RTC concept are
known as real-time crowd-powered systems. Real-time crowd-powered systems use recruiting,
rewarding and user interface techniques to reduce the latency of crowd input from hours to a few
seconds [11]. VizWiz [12] is one of the earliest real-time crowd-powered system which helps blind
users in answering visual questions about their surroundings by sending photos of objects and audio
questions from their phones to crowd workers. To make the workers available on demand, VizWiz
incorporates the quikTurkit algorithm that hires workers in advance and keeps them engaged
with some prior tasks. Adrenaline [11] is a mobile application that leverages crowd intelligence to
quickly select the best frame in a video, taking less than 2 seconds to do so in a ten-second video.
Adrenaline implements retainer model where workers are paid a fixed fee for waiting and a small
reward (3 cents) for quickly responding to alerts. Legion [67] allows end-users to crowdsource the
real-time synchronous control of the locomotion of a robot through keyboard commands, while
observing a real-time video feed. Legion:Scribe [65] is a crowd powered system that leverages the
services of unskilled crowd workers to provide captions to deaf people in real time.

2.2.2 Response Delays in CPCS. For the reader’s convenience, we have summarized the reported
latencies of current CPCSs in Table 2. A pioneering example of a crowd powered conversational
agent is Chorus [69], which supports information retrieval. Chorus lets workers propose responses
and vote on the responses of other workers in order to support a consistent dialogue. It implements
a working memory model to sustain a coherent conversation over time. Chorus was found to
have a response latency of 103.4s with a single worker, which however could be reduced down to
44.6s by employing multiple workers and choosing among their inputs with a voting mechanism.
Since the main focus of that work was maintaining a consistent and sustained dialogue with
multiple workers, authors did not examine the perceived latency of users. Chorus:view [68] is a
conversational application, which was built on top of Chorus. It assists visually impaired users to
ask general questions about their surroundings by engaging them in a continuous conversation
with crowd workers. Chorus:View broadcasts real-time video stream and audio from the users’
mobile phones to crowd workers allowing them to access the conversational feature implemented
with Chorus. In a trial with blind users, Chorus:View was able to accomplish various tasks with
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Table 2. Summary of Response Latencies in Crowd-powered Conversational systems. None of the studies
have looked into the subjective waiting experience in CPCS except reporting system response latencies.

System Average Response latency

Single Worker: 103.4s
Chorus [69] Suggest Condition: 44.6s

Filter Condition: 50.13s

Chorus:View [68]
Product Detail Task: 295s
Information Finding Task: 351.2s
Navigational Task: 182.3s

RegionSpeak [127] 38s to 2 minutes

Guardian* [47]
Yelp Search: ∼70.04s
Rotten Tomatoes: ∼48.6s
Weather Underground: ∼140.1s

Entity Extraction System [50] 40.95s

InstructableCrowd+ [49] Crowd-only: ∼5 minutes
Crowd voting: 20 minutes
Single Worker: 8.82s

Crowd of Oz [3] Group of two or four: 6.79s
Group of eight: 4.12s

CRQA [103] 50s
Evorus [48] Not Reported
*Total response time was inferred by adding parameter filled time and JSON filled time based on table 3
from [47]
+Total response time was inferred based on the average time users spent in conversing with the crowd and
total time it took for a crowd to create a rule

an average response time of 295s, 351.2s and 182.3s for product detail, information finding and
navigational tasks, respectively. However, they also did not examine how the blind users perceived
the response delays. RegionSpeak [127] is an advanced tool built on top of VizWiz [12] and Chorus
[69], which combines Panoramic images (by combining multiple photographic images) and parallel
labeling approaches with multiple workers to label multiple objects in a scene. As a result, visually
impaired users can conveniently explore the spatial layout of the objects in the space. A user test
found that the average response time of RegionSpeak ranged from 38s to ∼2 minutes.

Guardian [47] is a crowd powered spoken dialogue system that combines Web APIs with crowd-
sourcing to enhance the scope of open dialogue systems in two phases. In the first offline phase,
question and answer (QA) pairs are collected with non-expert workers for each API and then
match each QA pair with the related parameter. Subsequently, in the online phase, non-expert
workers extract parameter values from the running dialogue to obtain the JSON response from
the web API service. After receiving the JSON response they translate it into a natural language
answer understandable by the user. The performance of Guardian was described in terms of the
time needed to fill a given parameter (parameter filled time) and the time needed to acquire the
JSON string from the web API (JSON filled time) since the end of the user’s first utterance input.
Thus, the total time for receiving the answers to the users’ questions is the sum of two values. For
instance, the time it took to receive the correct response was found to be 70.04s for Yelp search
API, 48.6s for Rotten Tomatoes and 140.1s for Weather Underground (cf. Table 3 from [47]).

Huang et al. [50] developed a crowd-powered system to extract entities from a running dialogue
in real time using an ESP game. Unlike an ESP game where players are shown images to label,
pairs of workers were shown a complete dialog and a description of an entity that they needed
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to extract from the running dialog. When both workers would identify the same entity, then the
task would be considered complete. An empirical evaluation showed that aggregating answers
from workers yielded good quality results in less than a few seconds. The first worker arrival time
since the publishing of MTurk task was 30.83s, the first response took 37.14s to arrive, while the
first matched response took 40.95s on average. They did not examine the workers’ self-reported
perceived latency.

InstructableCrowd [49] is a conversational system which allows end users to communicate their
requirements regarding IF-THEN rules to a group of workers. In return, crowd workers assist
end-users by creating IF-THEN rules that then run on their mobile phones. Users can also review,
edit, and approve these rules. In their experiment, user took on average 3 minutes and 45 seconds
to converse with the crowd concerning the rules and system took another 1 minute to create a rule
as per users’ demands, resulting in ∼5 minutes delay in total. In a condition where they merged
rules from multiple workers, it took approximately 20 minutes for a system to receive rules from
all workers.
Crowd of Oz (CoZ) [3] is a crowd powered conversational system for social robotics that can

outsource conversational tasks of the Pepper robot to a synchronous group of workers. CoZ
transcribes the speech of the user and forwards it to crowd workers along with audio-video (AV)
feed captured through the camera and microphones of Pepper. Using a web interface that displays
AV feeds and a chat box, crowd workers compose a text message, which is then spoken out by
the Pepper robot. In the evaluation, authors systematically varied the number of workers who
simultaneously handle the speech of the robot for a stress mitigation task, and studied its effects on
the response latency and response quality. Their experiment showed response delays of 8.82s, 6.79s,
6.79s and 4.12s with one, two, four and eight workers, respectively without effecting the quality of
responses adversely. However, they did not examine the perceived latency for users.
Some researchers have combined crowdsourcing and computational intelligence to automate

CPCSs. For instance, CRQA [103] is a hybrid crowd powered question answering system for
informational tasks. It includes a crowdsourcing module to validate the answers generated by
CRQA from existing data sources or optionally to ask workers to provide an answer if CRQA
fails to generate relevant answer. Once the question is posted to CRQA, it allows workers 50s to
respond. After the crowd input is received, CRQA employs a learning-to-rank model to select the
final answer. Similar to CRQA, Evorus [48] also follows a hybrid approach to generate and validate
candidate answers from crowd workers. Unlike CRQA that relies on existing information sources,
it incorporates existing chatbots though REST APIs. Over time, it learns to select the high-quality
answer from chatbots based on workers’ past evaluations of answers generated by chatbots.

In summary, while a considerable body of research in CPCS has examined the actual latency and
ways to reduce it, less attention has been paid to the latency as it is perceived by users of CPCS
and the underlying factors that contribute to their waiting experience. Our study is aimed at filling
this important gap in the literature.

3 METHOD
We conducted a between-subjects experiment on the Prolific crowdsourcing platform to study
the influence of four factors of CPCS (Context, Complexity, Quality and Delay) upon the waiting
experience of users (see section 3.8 for more details about the dependent variables). Specifically, we
compared 32 different conditions: 2 (context) × 2 (complexity) × 2 (quality) x 4 (delay). We designed
a chatbot for each context (stress and IR). The user interface of these bots was designed using
the TickTalkTurk1 library by Qiu et al. [96]. The server application was developed using Flask, a

1https://github.com/qiusihang/ticktalkturk
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Python-based web framework2. The ethics review board at the [anonymous university] approved
the methods presented in this paper.

3.1 Rationale For Choosing Different Levels of Delays
Based on a recent study [3], which examined how varying the number of workers (N=1,2,4,8)
engaged concurrently with a task influences the response latency and the quality of the responses,
we considered the delays of 4 and 8 seconds as representative of the performance range for real
time crowdsourcing [3]. To account for slower crowd work and to introduce sufficient variation we
included a delay of 16s as the longest duration considered in this experiment.

Prior research in HCI indicates that the system should respond within two seconds after receiving
input [108]. This rule is frequently used in HCI research as a design guideline. We wanted to
determine if this rule still applied to hybrid intelligence driven CPCS, where responses are expected
to arrive faster than when only humans are involved. Furthermore, this 2s condition functioned
as a baseline against which contemporary hybrid CPCSs like Evorus [48] could be compared.
Furthermore, participants were made aware that, despite the response being received more quickly
in 2s condition, human corroborators were still involved to evaluate the responses, as we have
specified in the instructions (Cf. Section 3.7)

By this reasoning we arrive at the following geometric sequence of the delays: 2s, 4s, 8s, and 16s.
A similar geometric sequence was also used in a classic study on user interface response delays
[18] which examined the relationship between computer response times (2, 4, 8, 16 and 32s) and
user performance with simple data entry tasks.

3.2 Design of the Stress Management Conversational Task
We focus on stress management task since stress-related disorders are becoming more prevalent
and are connected with significant health concerns [25]. While psychotherapies have been shown to
reduce stress, the vast majority of the world’s population continues to lack access to psychologists
[119]. To reach the widest possible audience, we need accessible, inexpensive, and anonymous
mental health consultations. Due to the inability of artificial intelligence (AI) to give answers for
users’ particular circumstances, AI-based mental health interventions currently have a high rate of
attrition and low adherence [72]. As a result, it is critical to develop a crowdsourced psychological
intervention capable of resolving these challenges. Given its importance, some projects [55, 83]
integrating affective computing and crowdsourcing – dubbed affective crowdsourcing [82] – began
to emerge more recently. However, prolonged delays may obstruct their applications. Additionally,
we added the stress task because of its open-ended nature. In general, the dialogues of such
systems are either open-ended (there is no specific answer, and the dialogue is intrinsically useful)
or closed-ended (i.e., the dialogue has a specific answer). We used the IR task to address the
closed-ended dialogue case. Additionally, we wanted to add an open-ended case, which is why we
included the stress-related task. Thus, examining the delays in such dialogues would offer designers
with a plethora of information about the maximum permissible delay, mitigation measures for
reducing perceived latency, and the most efficient use of available human resources for stress-related
conversations in CPCS.
To design the stress management conversational tasks, we first collected videos clips from

YouTube (based on the strategy described by Pérez-Rosas et al. [90]) , which demonstrate simulated
counselling sessions between a client and a counselor using motivational interviewing [115]. We
examined videos that demonstrate different situations, such as controlling anger, exam stress,
social anxiety, relationship problems, among others. Finally, we selected two videos that fulfill our

2https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/1.1.x/
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criterion of complexity (see section 3.2.1 for more details). We then transcribed these videos with
the assistance of Otter.ai platform3, which is an advanced AI-powered transcription platform that
generates very accurate machine-generated text from voice conversations. The generated text is
further augmented with speakers’ tags. This feature of Otter helped us to differentiate between the
client and counselor’s utterances.

In the simulated CPCS, workers were supposed to choose the predefined or template-based user
utterances rather than typing their own responses. We preferred this set up over allowing users
to converse “freely” and “openly” with the simulated CPCS in order to allow a more controlled
experiment. The alternatives of conversing freely with an error prone artificial agent or an ac-
tual CPCS would introduce several confounding factors regarding the direction and content of
the conversation and the variability in response rates. Thus, we asked participants to role play
predefined characters, and carry out dialogues with the simulated stress-based CPCS. An example
of a fictional character from a simple stress task is presented in Appendix A. Full transcripts of a
few dialogues from different experimental conditions and other project related details can be found
at this anonymous URL: https://bit.ly/3uPijLb

The simulated CPCS was designed in the form of a chatbot that was customized to respond based
on the description of the character in the narrative. One way for a conversational agent to help
users resolve their negative feelings is to invite them to share thoughts that stress them with the
agent, by assuming the role of an active listener. In this active listening mode, the agent lets users
open up and talk about her problems without giving any specific resolution or guidance for dealing
with their problems. The agent has a set of predefined utterances or questions it can present to
the user. This strategy is also used in Woebot4, which is a very popular mental health chatbot.
To simulate stress management tasks with CPCS, we developed Stress-bot. Stress-bot is simply a
chatbot that we built on the Rogerian principle of active listening [100]. We will further expand on
how Stress-bot works in the section 3.7. In the next two sections, we explain on how we handle the
complexity and the response quality of Stress-bot.

3.2.1 Complexity of the Stress Task. To investigate the influence of complexity for the stress task,
we created two variants of CPCS based on Wood’s pioneering work [122]. Wood [122] suggested a
task model with three critical components: products, acts, and information cues. We created two
levels of complexity based on the dimension of static complexity, which is related to task design. It
refers to the number of distinct acts and cues required to complete the task. To create tasks with a
static complexity dimension, we make our decision based on the number of stressors present in
the stress task. For example, Ruscio and Holohan [102] provided a number of characteristics that
can be used to characterize the complexity of a therapeutic stress case. They characterized one
of the criteria as multiple, significant current stressors. Thus, the presence of additional stressors
indicates that the case is more difficult to resolve. Each stressor can be mapped with a static
complexity component that necessitates the execution of specific acts and information cues. For
example, in a complex case, we chose a video5 in which the client stated two stressors: concern for
her daughter, who suddenly became unwell, and concern about her performance at the company
where she recently began working. Both types of stressors demand specific acts (e.g., describing
stressors, feelings, causes, coping strategies) and information cues (recalling number of facts from
the description of a fictional character to support a certain act) to execute the task. Thus, more
stressors indicate that a task would place greater cognitive demands on the individual, thereby

3https://otter.ai/
4https://woebothealth.com/
5https://youtu.be/osROod3Hmpg
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increasing its complexity. For a simple case, we chose a video6 in which a client has a single source
of stress: concerns about school performance.

3.3 Design of the Information Retrieval Conversational Task
In order to simulate IR tasks with CPCS, we built an IR-bot. An IR-bot is a chatbot designed to
answer IR queries. We did not allow users to type open queries while interacting with an IR-bot.
Instead, we provided custom keyboard options or predefined reply options following the guidelines
of cognitive complexity framework [57]. We explain further how an IR-bot works in the section 3.7.

For the design of information retrieval tasks, we relied on the framework developed by Kelly et al.
[57] based on Bloom’s taxonomy which distinguishes between six types of cognitive processes:
remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create. These cognitive processes are ordered
based on the amount of effort required to execute them. For instance, remembering tasks are the
simplest in information retrieval, requiring the user to just identify or recognize a fact from an
information source (e.g., “how many people in the US are currently living with HIV?”). On the
other hand, create tasks are the most complex tasks, requiring the user to compose a complete plan
by putting elements together or reorganizing elements to create something new (e.g., “Identify
some basic designs that you might use and create a basic plan for constructing the derby car”). So,
the more complex information retrieval task was based on the create principle while the simple
task was created based on the remember principle. Kelly et al. [57] has already developed a dataset
of reusable search tasks based on the cognitive complexity framework. We chose three different
remember tasks, one for each of the three different domains: Health, Science & Technology and
Entertainment and three create tasks for the same domains. Hence, our final corpus contains three
simple and three complex IR tasks, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Examples of Search Tasks, adopted from Kelly et al. [57]

Domain Simple Case Complex Case
Health I recently watched a documentary about people

living with HIV in the United States. I thought
the disease was nearly eradicated, and am now
curious to know more about the prevalence of the
disease. Specifically, how many people in the US
are currently living with HIV?

My great granny’s doctor has told her that getting
more exercise will increase her fitness and help
her avoid injuries. I need an exercise program for
her. She is 90-years old. Help me to put together
two thirty-minute low impact exercise programs
that she could alternate between during the week.

Science &
Technology

I recently watched a show on the Discovery Chan-
nel, about fish that can live so deep in the ocean
that they’re in darkness most or all of the time.
This made me more curious about the deepest
point in the ocean. What is the name of the deep-
est point in the ocean?

After the NASCAR season opened this year, my
niece became really interested in soapbox derby
racing. Since her parents are both really busy, I
agreed to help her build a car so that she can enter
a local race. The first step is to figure out how to
build a car. Identify some basic designs that you
might use and help me to create a basic plan for
constructing the car.

Entertainment I recently attended an outdoor music festival and
heard a band called Wolf Parade. I really enjoyed
the band and want to purchase their latest album.
What is the name of their latest (full-length) al-
bum?

My local Triple-A affiliate baseball team has de-
cided that it is time for a new mascot and are
holding a contest where fans can enter sugges-
tions. Being a loyal fan, I have decided to enter the
contest. I want to suggest a mascot that will ap-
peal to many people and will represent important
qualities of a baseball team. The team is a part
of the International League, so I want to avoid
suggesting a mascot that is already represented in
this league. Which mascot would I pick and why?

6https://youtu.be/KRDH89uP8wI
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3.4 Operationalizing theQuality of Responses for Stress-bot and IR-bot
In the current study, a high-quality responses of Stress-bot and IR-bot met three criteria provided by
previous research in the field of chatbot interfaces [123]: Appropriateness, empathy, and helpfulness.
Appropriateness refers to the response that is more relevant to the user request; empathy means
the response should provide each user personalized attention and make them feel valued; Finally,
the term “helpful" refers to a response that provides relevant and specific advice in response to a
user’s request and free of any ambiguity. These criteria were not met by a poor-quality response.
We made sure that a high-quality response is substantially different than a low-quality response.

Furthermore, high quality responses of Stress-botwere constructed usingmotivation interviewing
principles, which were vetted by psychologists. For designing the high quality templated responses
of Stress-bot, we adopted a dataset based on the recent work of Park et al. [88] on designing a
chatbot for a brief motivational interview on stress management. They prepared a total of 220
statements which were reviewed by therapists based on the Motivational Interviewing Skills Code
(MISC) [77]. For designing the templated feedback of Stress-bot, we adopted the following approach:
each templated response comprised of three short statements; a) An empathetic response to the user’s
problem (e.g., “That must have been very difficult for you.”); b) a high-level reflection to the user’s
problem (e.g., “You appear to be frustrated about not being able to have a better work-life balance
despite doing your best.”); and finally asking a follow-up open question (e.g., “What difficulties have
you had in relation to your problem?”). On the other hand, a low-quality variant of Stress-bot
asks irrelevant questions that are not directly linked to the user’s problems (e.g., “That’s okay, we
can talk about it. By the way what kind of job is it?”). Furthermore, in this condition, Stress-bot
did not express empathy, did not reflect or validate the user’s concerns and did not ask relevant
open-ended questions. Rather, it would wrap up the discussion with an abstract advice that is not
totally applicable to the problem (e.g., “Do all those activities which give you the most joy in your
life and you will feel better.” or “Maybe when you get stressed you can watch something interesting
on YouTube.”).
Next, based on the quality criteria specified by Xu et al. [123], we constructed two variants of

IR-based CPCS in terms of response quality. For instance, a high-quality response is the one that
was appropriate and meaningful. For instance, in response to a user query, “how many people
in the US are currently living with HIV?”, a CPCS with high quality responded with “Thank you
for asking. Approximately 1.2 million people in the U.S. are living with HIV today.” On the other
hand, a CPCS with low-quality response was unsure about its answer and replied with “I think
they are slightly over 1 million”. For an IR-bot, we crafted answers with insufficient information
for low-quality responses and introduced an element of ambiguity to make participants doubt the
accuracy of the answer.

3.5 Power and Sample Size Estimation using GPower
The sample size and power for the statistical tests were calculated using the Gpower tool [31, 32].
It is the most widely cited analytical application for commonly used statistical tests in social and
behavioral research, and it has been explained and advocated in a number of methodology studies
[28, 63]. It supports a range of different power analysis techniques, the most prevalent of which are
a priori and post hoc analysis. Priori analyses allow users to determine the sample size necessary to
achieve a desired degree of power and effect size. In comparison, post hoc analyses are undertaken
following the conclusion of the study and are used to explain non-significant results and estimate test
power. GPower has been extensively employed in a variety of fields, including psychology [21, 111],
transportation [117], learning and education [74, 79], human-computer interaction research [4, 20],
among others.
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A priori statistical power analysis using the G*Power application showed that to detect a small
effect of [2𝑝 = .15 with 80% power in a 2x2x2x4 factorial between-subjects ANCOVA (32 groups,
alpha = .05), we would need at least 489 participants in total. We set the effect size for the current
study to 0.15 based on the study [73] that argue that criteria for interpreting experimentally
generated effect sizes differ from the frequently cited and extensively utilized guidelines proposed
by Cohen. Based on nearly 12,000 correlation coefficients identified in 134 meta-analyses, they
advised that correlation coefficients of 0.12, 0.24, and 0.41 and Cohen’s ds of 0.15, 0.36, and 0.65 be
regarded as small, medium, and large effects in social psychology studies.

We also performed a post hoc power analysis to guarantee that an observed power (or post-hoc
power) is sufficient. The sample size of 489 was used for the statistical power analysis with alpha
level 𝑝 < .05 and an effect size of 0.15. The recommended effect sizes used for this assessment were
as follows: small (𝑓2 = .10), medium (𝑓2 = .25), and large (𝑓2 = .40) (see [22]). The post hoc analysis
revealed the statistical power for this study was .80 for detecting a small effect. Thus, our sample
size was sufficient to obtain statistical power at the recommended level of .80 [22]. The power to
detect a medium-sized effect (𝑓2 = .25) was determined to be 0.99.

3.6 Participants
In total, 522 participants were recruited from Prolific crowdsourcing platform. Out of 522, two
submissions were rejected (0.38%), 29 participants returned their submissions (5.56%), and 13
submissions were timed out (2.49%). Hence, our remaining sample included 478 participants. We
restricted the experiment to only US and UK participants since our task required proficiency in
English. For the stress task, each worker was paid £2.00 fixed amount (£8.00/h), while in the case
of information retrieval task, each worker was paid £1.00 fixed amount (£8.57/h). We paid extra
money to participants in the stress task because it requires multiple exchanges as opposed to IR
task.

The average hourly compensation was £10.55 for the stress task and £9.55 for the IR task, based
on the actual amount of time spent by participants. The number of participants from the US was
small; there were just 16 for the stress task and 16 for the IR task across all conditions. We also
calculated their hourly wage in the US based on the current exchange rate of $1.38 per British
pound at the time of authoring this paper. The hourly wage for the stress task was $14.56, while
the hourly wage for the IR task was $13.19 (higher than the average minimum wage in the United
States of $7.25 per hour). At the time of writing this paper, this hourly wage was categorized as
“good” by Prolific’s calculator for both US and UK participants. Participants who participated in one
condition were not allowed to participate in the other conditions using Prolific’s built-in screening
feature. The detailed demographics of participants are reported in Table 4.

3.7 Procedure
In this section, we will expand on each stage of the procedure as illustrated in the Figure 4.

3.7.1 Consent. Upon accepting the task participants were asked to read and sign a consent form.
This form explained that the chatbot is powered by hybrid intelligence, which means that answers
are generated by a combination of computation and human input. More specifically, here are the
guidelines we provided to participants regarding CPCS:

Crowd-powered systems integrate computation with human intelligence, allowing
large groups of people to communicate and collaborate online. These "hybrid" systems
allow applications to solve problems that people and computation alone couldn’t solve.
Recently, researchers have added real-time crowd support to text-based messaging and
chatbot systems. These are known as crowd-powered conversational systems (CPCS).
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Table 4. Participant Demographics

Characteristics Stress-bot IR bot Total

Gender
Female 165 (69.6%) 160 (66.4%) 325 (67.9%)
Male 70 (29.5%) 80 (33.2%) 150 (31.4%)

Prefer not to say 2 (.84%) 0* (0.0%) 2 (.42%)
Nationality United Kingdom 216 (91.1%) 214 (88.8%) 430 (89.9%)

United States 21 (8.9%) 27 (11.2%) 48 (10.0%)
Age 33.5±11.8 33.0±11.1 33.3±11.5

Qualification

No Formal Education 0 (0.0%) 7 (2.9%) 7 (1.5%)
High School Diploma 45 (18.9%) 51 (21.3%) 96 (20.2%)

College Degree 26 (10.9%) 35 (14.6%) 61 (12.8%)
Vocational Training 21 (8.9%) 18 (7.5%) 39 (8.2%)
Bachelor’s Degree 94 (39.7%) 91 (38.0%) 185 (38.7%)
Master’s Degree 38 (16.0%) 24 (10.0%) 62 (13.0%)

Professional Degree 6 (2.5%) 9 (3.8%) 15 (3.2%)
Doctorate Degree 4 (1.7%) 2 (0.84%) 6 (1.3%)

Other 3 (1.3%) 2 (.84%) 5 (1.0%)
* We were unable to acquire a participant’s gender information because s/he removed his or her response
to the gender question before to the study’s execution. Due to data privacy laws, Prolific did not provide
that information once the participant deletes his or her response.

Fig. 4. Stages of Procedure

Multiple humans work together in the CPCS to generate real-time chatbot responses.
The best quality response is then chosen in real time using either computational
intelligence or human evaluators. Thus, both the response production and response
evaluation procedures run concurrently. However, if computational intelligence has
sufficient knowledge about the topic, it may sometimes generate a response directly.
For this research, we used CPCS in the form of a chatbot. The purpose of the research
is to investigate your perception of the chatbot, which is augmented by crowd-powered
support in real time.

Participants could then interact with a simulated chatbot that replays human generated state-
ments in a programmed sequence, while controlling the response rate. We notified participants at
the end of the experiment that the chatbot’s responses were pre-programmed for ethical reasons,
since individuals may exhibit gullibility and embarrassment if they find they have been fooled [34].
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Additionally, the funding agency EPSRC [15] developed ethical principles for robotics, highlighting
the need of users being able to “lift the curtain" and see how a robot operates on the inside.

3.7.2 Instructions. Participants who read and accepted the consent form were redirected to a
detailed instructions page. participants assigned to groups concerning the stress management tasks
were presented with the description of a fictional character (see Appendix A for a simple stress
task). They were informed that they have to role-play a given fictional character in the conversation.
Below the description of the fictional character, we provided some example guiding questions that
the crowd-powered conversational system could ask (see Table 5) so that they get in the spirit and
anticipate the nature of the choices they would have to make. Because these questions were broad in
scope and could be applied to any stress management scenario, we feel they had no influence on the
study’s naturalistic setting. These generic questions were created using motivational interviewing
techniques used by therapists to learn about a stressed person’s inner struggles. The purpose of
including guiding questions was to acquaint participants with the types of queries the bot might
ask. Since the participants’ psychological issues were superficial, giving them guiding questions
enabled them to play the fictional character as accurately as possible. After they had read about the
fictional character and the guiding questions, we let them initiate the conversational task.

In case of IR tasks, participants were presented with three IR tasks (see Table 3) distinguished by
the complexity of the conditions in three categories or domains: Health, Science & Technology and
Entertainment. After they had read about the detailed description of IR search tasks, they could
initiate the conversational task.
We did not tell participants that they had to estimate the time in the instructions. We only

asked them to estimate the time after they engage with the task, which is called retrospective
paradigm [14]. The prospective paradigm, on the other hand, notifies people ahead of time that
they need to estimate the time after it has been elapsed. The prospective paradigm is more likely to
generate temporal overestimation than the retrospective paradigm [59] because people devote more
efforts to judge temporal information and focus less on processing non-temporal information [113].
Therefore, we chose the retrospective paradigm, which is less susceptible to such errors. We do
agree, however, that both have benefits and drawbacks. One of the drawbacks of the retrospective
paradigm is that people may underestimate the duration because they are unaware that they will
be asked to estimate the time and thus they may allocate more resources to non-temporal aspects
of the task. Due to these reasons, we used two ways to capture time estimation in the current study:
a quantitative estimate of the number of seconds participants thought the bot took, and cognitive
appraisal of the wait. Due to the fact that the cognitive construct is evaluative in nature and was
deemed to be more substantive in a previous study on time perception [40], we chose it along
with the quantitative estimate (seconds) to ensure completeness and to observe the actual time
estimates.

3.7.3 Conversational Task. For the stress management task, participants were redirected to the
Stress-bot. We adopted Stress-bot based on complexity, quality, and delay values corresponding
to the experimental setup – see Figure 2. The Stress-bot opens a conversation with a predefined
utterance: “Hello, I am Stress-bot, your life coach. I will listen to everything you have to say and
help you guide yourself better. Tell me what brought you here today?”. After that, the user could
share their ostensible problems with Stress-bot based on the description of the fictional character.
Participants were able to access the description of a fictional character during the conversational
task in case they wanted to be reminded of some details (Figure 2). In case of the high quality
condition, Stress-bot provides a brief reflection on the user’s problem and asks some follow up
questions (e.g., “Could you give me some of the details?” ) to allow the user to expand on her problems
further. Finally, after 4-5 dialogue exchanges, Stress-bot provides the user with a piece of advice:
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Table 5. Sample GuidingQuestions for Stress Task

Sample Questions Usage
Hi, I would love to hear what that is all about. Do
you have any concerns which you would like to
talk with me about?
Hi, I know you had some things you wanted to
talk about, so what brings you in today?

You can expect these questions to
be asked at the beginning of the
conversation. Explain briefly about
your problem (2-3 sentences). You
can specify more details later.I would like to understand how you see things.

What brought you here? What has been the prob-
lem?
What worries you about your problem?
How much does that concern you? In what ways?
How would you feel about that?

These questions will help you to
zoom in to your problem further
and focus on your most important
concerns.Anything specific about your thoughts that made

you feel as you do?
What steps can you take to avoid the frustrations?
What have you done to cope with these feelings?
What would your partner say about what you are
doing?

These questions will help you to
explore the options for a change.

“Great! They say life is about trying things to see if they work. So, let us not give up on all the good
things that you are trying, to help cope with this situation! I think you have some positive aspects
to act on.” Finally, Stress-bot also asks users about their feelings towards stress (“How do you feel
after talking about it now?” ) with some predefined replies (1: “I am feeling relieved”, 2: "I am feeling
neutral", 3: "I am still feeling distressed"). After selecting an option, participants were informed that
this task was completed and they were redirected to the exit surveys.
In the case of the information retrieval task, we deployed an IR-bot across the experimental

conditions adapting it regarding the complexity, quality, and delay. The conversation was initiated
by an IR-bot (e.g, “Hi There! I am an IR-bot, your search assistant. I am so glad you stopped by.
Chances are you’re looking for something in particular. What can I help you with today?” ), as shown
in Figure 3. Following this, users were allowed to select one domain out of the given three domains
(Health, Science & Technology and Entertainment) – Figure 3 (A). After choosing the domain, the
search task was automatically created and displayed to the users in the chat bubble based on the
dataset provided by Kelly et al. [57] – Figure 3 (B). After a set delay, participants were shown a
templated response. Finally, users were presented some quick replies (“OK Thank You!” or “OK
Perfect!” ) which they needed to select in order to exit the IR task – Figure 3 (C). We did not provide
users an option to repeat the IR tasks or allow them to ask follow-up clarification questions, so as
to control the complexity of the search task and the quality of the responses by an IR-bot.
We confined an IR-bot to only one turn in comparison to the Stress-bot due to the practical

distinction between the bots’ natures. A task-oriented dialog system aids the user in completing
specific tasks within a domain, for example, restaurant bookings, weather searches, and simple
information retrieval. Typically, the emphasis of the conversation is brief and limited, and the
purpose is usually reached with the fewest possible turns [42, 126]. In comparison, the primary
goal of emotion-driven discussion is to enhance user engagement and rapport [3, 101, 106]; as a
result, the conversation involves various turns and is typically broad and deep in scope [126]. Thus,
it was natural for Stress-bot’s participants to spend more time than IR-bot’s participants. However,
we did not impose a time limit on participants in either case.
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After the conversational task, participants were asked to fill out the exit surveys. In the next
section, we expand upon the exit surveys and measures.

3.8 Measures & hypotheses
3.8.1 Perceived Waiting Time. The perceived waiting time was assessed by asking the participants
to give an estimate of the total time (in seconds) they had spent waiting between responding to the
system and receiving the bot’s response. More specifically, we asked: “How did you perceive the
response time from Stress-bot/IR-bot to be during your conversation? Indicate your estimate in seconds
by simply entering the number of seconds”

3.8.2 Cognitive and Affective Appraisals of the Wait. Attitude is considered as comprising of two
distinct dimensions: cognitive appraisals and affective appraisal [58]. Cognitive appraisals represent
the utilitarian aspect of the attitude, which is used for the products that have functional value; for
instance, a grammar checker software may be evaluated cognitively [116]. We measured cognitive
appraisal based on the perception of time spent in terms of long or short judgement [93]. It is
measured on a five-point scale (1: ‘very short’ , 5: ‘very long’). In the survey, we asked participants:
“How would you best describe the response time from Stress-bot(IR-bot) during your conversation?”

On the other hand, affective appraisals refer to the hedonic aspect of the attitude, which is aimed
for self-fulfilling rather than functional value; for example, the evaluation of the computer game is
based on the affect [116]. More specifically, affective appraisals of the wait capture the emotional
response of users towards the response delays. This scale is sufficiently reliable (Cronbach alpha is
0.80) and one-dimensional [93]. It consists of five semantic items asking participants to rate the
extent to which they have experienced irritation, unfairness, annoyance, boredom, and stress while
waiting. Each item is measured on a five-point scale (1: “completely disagree” and 5: “completely
agree”). In a survey, we explicitly asked participants: “To what extent did you feel the emotions listed
below while you waited for the responses from Stress-bot/IR-bot?”. We compute the mean affective
experience score by averaging these items. Table 6 lists hypotheses regarding the cognitive appraisal
of the wait and perceived quality.

3.8.3 Perceived Response Quality. We also measured the perceived response quality of Stress-bot
and IR-bot on a 10-point scale (1: “Very low quality”, 10: “Very high quality”). Specifically, we asked
them: “How did you perceive the response quality provided by Stress-bot (IR-bot)”.

3.8.4 Qualitative Feedback. We also asked participants to share any additional thoughts, remarks,
or feedback that they may have regarding their experience interacting with Stress-bot (IR-bot). In
addition to that, we also asked participants to provide their suggestions on handling long delays in
CPCS.

3.8.5 Control variables. In this section, we describe individual factors that can mediate the effects
hypothesized above. Thus, we treated them as covariates or control variables in the statistical
model.
(a) Experience with Chatbots: Recent work has shown that experience with chatbot technology

can impact the users’ self-reported preferences. For instance, a recent study shows that users
with more experience with chatbot technology desired more detailed features that can explain
the decisions made by the underlying machine learning models [9]. Another study shows that
more experienced users are likely to express more critical opinions about the chatbot [71]. Thus
we measured the self-reported prior experience of participants with chatbots using two-item scale
(“I am familiar with chatbot technologies” and “I use chatbots frequently” ). We measured these items
on 7-point scales (1: “Completely disagree”, 7: “completely agree”) [9]. This scale showed good
reliability (Cronbach alpha=0.71).
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Table 6. Hypotheses regarding appraisals of the wait and perceived quality

RQs Hypotheses References in support of the
hypothesis

RQ1 H1: The longer the response time, the more negative the
appraisals of the wait (both cognitive and affective)

[18, 104]

RQ2 H2: A poor-quality response of CPCS leads to a relatively
more negative appraisal of the wait in comparison to a
high-quality response.

[30, 93, 125]

H5: The higher the quality of the bot’s responses, the
greater the perceived response quality.

RQ3 H3: The higher the complexity of the task in a CPCS, the
more positive are the appraisals of the wait.

[6, 13]

RQ4 H4: Longer response times leads to relatively more neg-
ative appraisals of the wait in the stress mitigation task
than the information retrieval task.

[89, 107]

(b) Social Orientation Towards Chatbots: The social orientation scale [71] measures the preference
of people towards realizing chatbots as “social agents”. People who have a greater tendency to
treat chatbots as social entities are more likely to engage with them through natural conversation
compared to those who have low tendency. Thus, it is possible that people who treat chatbots
as social entities would evaluate the waiting experience more positively. The social orientation
towards chatbots was measured by using a two item scale (“I think “small talks” with an AI agent
or chatbot is enjoyable.” and “I like chatting casually with a chatbot.” ). We measured these items
on 7-point scales (1: “Completely disagree”, 2: “completely agree”). This scale has good reliability
(Cronbach alpha=0.86).

(c) Affinity for Technology Interaction This scale can measure the users’ general technological
affinity to actively engage with the technology. We were also interested to investigate whether
people who have a greater inclination towards technology (e.g., “I like to occupy myself in greater
detail with technical systems.” ) could evaluate the waiting experience differently than those who do
not have any inclination or were technophobic (e.g., “It is enough for me that a technical system
works; I don’t care how or why.” ). The affinity towards technology interaction (ATI) scale [33] is a
9-item scale where each item is measured on a 6-point scale (1: “completely disagree”, 6: “completely
agree”). This scale has an excellent reliability (Cronbach alpha=0.88 to 0.92) supported by multiple
studies with over 1500 participants. [33].

3.9 Data Analysis
We planned to study the effects of context, complexity, quality, and delay on the perceived waiting
time, cognitive (Long/short judgment), affective waiting experience, and perceived response quality
using 2x2x2x4 factorial ANCOVA by treating social orientation towards chatbots, experience with
chatbots and affinity for technology interaction as covariates. There was no strong correlation
between the covariates, as assessed by multicollinearity test (𝑟 < 0.3). We also performed the
homogeneity of regression slopes test before conducting ANCOVAs by investigating the interaction
between highest order interaction and covariates; the assumption of homogeneity of regression
slopes was met for all outcome variables (𝑝 > .005). In a few cases, the assumptions of normality
and/ or homogeneity or variances were not met. However, ANCOVA is robust with respect to
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deviations from homogeneity of variances and deviations from normality [10]. We removed five
cases from the dataset because participants provided anomalous feedback. Except in three cases
(two conditions had 13 participants and one had 14), each condition had fifteen participants in
total. This happened because Prolific’s built-in algorithm immediately employs more participants
to compensate for those who left the task. Due to the fact that we had just three cases in which the
number of participants was slightly fewer than the needed number, we anticipate that heterogeneity
of variance will not be an issue, as ANOVA is considered robust to modest deviations from this
assumption [41].

Fig. 5. Perceived waiting times means and standard errors for the four levels of the actual delay (independent
variable). The analysis showed a main effect of delay on mean perceived waiting time. Statistically significant
differences in pairwse comparisons are represented with the line segments under the horizontal axis

4 RESULTS
4.1 Perceived Waiting Time
Before conducting an analysis, we deleted the data instances based on the three standard deviation
criteria. Factorial ANCOVA revealed no interaction effects (4-way, 3-way, and 2-way) between
all four factors for the mean perceived waiting time. However, the simple main effect of delay on
mean perceived waiting time was statistically significant (𝐹 (3, 427) = 77.90, 𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = 0.354 –
(Fig. 5). Pairwise comparisons were made for all levels of delay with a Bonferroni correction. The
mean perceived waiting time score was 2.52 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 1.26 to 3.78) points higher for 8s delay than 2s
delay (𝑝 < .001), 6.65 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 5.38 to 7.91) points higher for 16s delay than 2s delay (𝑝 < .001), 1.85
(95%𝐶𝐼 , .582 to 3.11 ) points higher for 8s delay than 4s delay (𝑝 = .001), 5.98 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 4.70 to 7.25)
points higher for 16s delay than 4s delay (𝑝 < .001) and 4.13 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 2.86 to 5.40) points higher for
16s delay than 8s delay (𝑝 < .001).
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4.2 Cognitive (Long/short Judgment)
Factorial ANCOVA showed a statistically significant main effect of context (stress, IR) on the
cognitive score, 𝐹 (1, 441) = 4.34, 𝑝 = .038, [2𝑝 = 0.010). This supports our hypothesis (H4) that
participants in the stress task judged response delays to be slightly longer (𝑀 = 2.09 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 1.98
to 2.20)) than those who interacted with an IR-bot in the information retrieval tasks (𝑀 = 1.92
(95%𝐶𝐼 , 1.81 to 2.03))–see Figure 6.A. Note that high scores given to the cognitive delay represents
that the response delay was perceived to be longer.

We also found a statistically significant main effect of complexity (low, high) on cognitive score,
𝐹 (1, 441) = 5.73, 𝑝 = .017, [2𝑝 = 0.013). This supports our hypothesis (H3) that when the complexity
of the task was lower, participants perceived response delays to be slightly longer (𝑀 = 2.10 (95%𝐶𝐼 ,
1.99 to 2.21)) than the high complexity task (𝑀 = 1.91 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 1.80 to 2.02)) – see Figure 6.B.

Fig. 6. (A) Result of simple main effect of context (stress, IR) on the mean cognitive score. Results indicate
that the participants in the stress tasks perceived response delays to be slightly longer than IR tasks; (B)
Simple main effect of complexity (low, high) on the mean cognitive score. Participants perceived response
delays longer when the complexity of the task was lower

The simple main effect of delay on mean cognitive score was statistically significant (𝐹 (3, 441)
= 44.96, 𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = 0.234) – Figure 7. The mean cognitive score was 0.53 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 0.23 to 0.81)
points higher for 8s delay than 2s delay (𝑝 < .001), 1.15 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 0.85 to 1.44) points higher for 16s
delay than 2s delay (𝑝 < .001), 0.48 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 0.18 to 0.78) points higher for 8s delay than 4s delay
(𝑝 < .001), 1.10 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 0.80 to 1.40) points higher for 16s delay than 4s delay (𝑝 < .001) and 0.62
(95%𝐶𝐼 , 0.32 to 0.92) points higher for 16s delay than 8s delay (𝑝 < .001) – Figure 7. This supports
our hypothesis (H1) that when the response time was longer, participants evaluated the cognitive
appraisals of the wait more negatively.

4.3 Affective Waiting Experience
Prior to presenting results, it is necessary to note that a high score of affective represents negative
responses (annoying, irritating, boring, unfair, stressful). Through factorial ANCOVA, we found
a statistically significant main effect of quality (low, high) on affective score, 𝐹 (1, 441) = 17.00,
𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = 0.037). This shows that when the quality of the bot’s responses was lower, participants
experienced more negative affective emotions (𝑀 = 2.06 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 1.97 to 2.16)) than in case of high
quality bot responses (𝑀 = 1.78 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 1.68 to 1.87)) – Figure 8. This supports our hypothesis H2.

Furthermore, the simple main effect of delay on mean affective score was statistically significant
(𝐹 (3, 441) = 14.51, 𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = 0.090) –Figure 9. Pairwise comparisons were made with a
Bonferroni correction. The mean affective score was 0.55 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 0.287 to 0.805) points higher for
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Fig. 7. Mean cognitive scores and standard errors for the four levels of the actual delay (independent variable).
The analysis showed a main effect of delay on the mean cognitive score. Differences found significant with
pairwse comparisons are represented with the line segments under the horizontal axis

Fig. 8. The simple main effects of quality on the mean affective score. Results show that when the quality of
the bot’s responses was lower, participants experienced more negative affective emotions

16s delay than 2s delay (𝑝 < .001), .53 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 0.266 to 0.788) points higher for 16s delay than 4s
delay (𝑝 < .001) and 0.50 (95%𝐶𝐼 , 0.244 to 0.762) points higher for 16s delay than 8s delay (𝑝 < .001).
This shows that participants experienced more negative affective waiting experience when they
interacted with the bot that responded to them in 16s (Hypothesis H1). There was no significant
difference in the affective waiting experience scores between 2, 4 and 8s delays.
We also found a significant main effect of the covariate social orientation towards chatbots on

the mean affective waiting experience scores: (𝐹 (1, 441) = 7.09, 𝑝 = .008, [2𝑝 = 0.016). A negative
correlation between social orientation towards chatbots and affective waiting experience was observed
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Fig. 9. Mean affective scores and standard errors for the four levels of the actual delay (independent variable).
The analysis showed a main effect of delay on the mean affective score. Differences found significant with
pairwse comparisons are represented with the line segments under the horizontal axis

(𝑟 = −.15, 𝑝 = .001), which means that participants who perceived chatbots as more social entities
rather than machines perceived less negative affective emotions.

It should be emphasized that, while we employed two distinct task types, each of which has the
ability to vary the complexity of the task, we make no comparisons of task complexity“between” the
two task types. For example, we discovered that when workers were assigned to "high-complexity"
tasks using the Ustad bot, their emotions were severely impacted compared to when they were
assigned to IR tasks using the Talash bot. However, since each task’s complexity is defined differently,
the comparisons are unfair. For example, in the case of the IR task, high complexity task was
determined using the cognitive complexity framework, which defines a more complicated scenario
as the one that demands extensive problem-solving skills, such as restructuring pieces into a
new pattern or structure by creating, planning, or producing. While in the instance of stress
management, a more complex task was one involving many stressors, which necessitates a different
set of supporting conversational abilities (demonstrating reflective listening, expressing empathy,
asking focusing or evoking open questions) than those required for IR tasks. Therefore, even though
we found a significant interaction effect between task type and complexity on the affective score,
we did not report it. We incorporate two levels of complexity into each task type, inspired by the
seminal work on task complexity [122], and then compare how this may affect time perceptions. In
other words, we compare complexity “within” each domain separately, namely within the IR and
stress mitigation domains. We investigated task comparisons in a separate research question (RQ4),
for which we constructed two distinct chatbots with distinct roles and purposes.

4.4 Perceived ResponseQuality
Factorial ANCOVA revealed a significant interaction effect between complexity and quality (𝐹 (1,
441) = 10.34, 𝑝 = 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.023). The simple effect test shows that there was a statistically
significant simple effect of complexity on the mean perceived response quality scores when the
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quality of the bot responses was lower (𝐹 (1, 232) = 30.15, 𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = 0.115), but not for high
quality bot responses (𝐹 (1, 234) = 2.51, 𝑝 = .115, [2𝑝 = 0.011) – Figure 10.A. Overall, when the
quality of the responses was lower, participants in the low complexity tasks perceived the quality
of interaction with the bots more positive (𝑀 = 6.09 (95%𝐶𝐼 5.68 to 6.50)) than when the complexity
of the tasks was higher (𝑀 = 4.45 (95%𝐶𝐼 4.03 to 4.86)) – Figure 10.A. Nevertheless, complexity did
not influence when the quality of the bot’s responses were high. These results show that hypothesis
H5 does not hold when the complexity of the task is higher.

Fig. 10. (A) Interaction effects betweenQuality and Complexity : Results indicate that when the quality of the
responses were lower, participants in the low complexity tasks perceived the quality of interaction with the
bots more positive than when the complexity of the tasks were higher; (B) Interaction effects betweenQuality
and Context : Result shows that in both contexts (stress and IR), participants significantly differentiated
between the high and low quality responses.

We also found a significant interaction effect between context and quality (𝐹 (1, 441) = 8.21,
𝑝 = .004, [2𝑝 = 0.018). The simple effect test shows that there was a statistically significant simple
effect of quality on the mean perceived response quality scores when the context was stress
(𝐹 (1, 232) = 9.44, 𝑝 = .002, [2𝑝 = 0.039), and also when the context was IR (𝐹 (1, 234) = 45.09,
𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = 0.162). This shows that in both contexts (stress and IR), participants significantly
differentiated between the high and low quality responses (supporting H5). Overall, participants
perceived the interaction quality with an IR-bot more positive than the Stress-bot (Figure 10.B).
We also found significant main effect of the covariate social orientation on the mean perceived

response quality scores: (𝐹 (1, 441) = 49.93, 𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = 0.102). A positive correlation was found
between social orientation and perceived response quality (𝑟 = .345, 𝑝 < .001) which means that
participants who perceived chatbots as social entities rather than machines perceived the response
quality to be higher. We have provided the summary of key findings in the Table 7.

4.5 Suggestions on Handling Long Delays
To gain insights of participants’ opinion about the design of CPCS for handling long delays, we
calculated the number of suggestions that participants described and presented them in a Figure 11.
More specifically, we asked participants: “Do you have any suggestions for how conversational
systems can handle long delays in responses?”. We received 477 feedbacks in total from participants.
The collected feedback responses were subjected to an inductive thematic analysis [17] using the
Dedoose program7. The first iteration assessed responses and generated initial codes. The second
iteration analyzed previous themes and integrated those that were redundant. After two coding
7https://www.dedoose.com/
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Table 7. Summary of the key findings with respect to our research questions and hypotheses.

RQs Hyp. Supported? Summary of key findings Reference

RQ#1 H1 Yes When the response time was longer, participants
evaluated appraisals of the wait more negatively.

Section 4.2, 4.3

RQ#2 H2 Partly
• When the quality of the bot’s utterances
was lower, participants experienced more
negative affective emotions.

• We did not find support for the cognitive
component (long/short judgment).

Section 4.3

H5 Partly
• Participants in both contexts (stress, IR) sig-
nificantly differentiated between high and
low quality responses.

• When the quality of the bot’s utterances was
lower, participants perceived the quality of
interaction with the bots more positive only
when the complexity of the task was lower.

Section 4.4

RQ#3 H3 Partly
• When the complexity of the task was lower,
participants perceived response delays to be
slightly longer.

• When the complexity of the task was
higher, participants experienced more nega-
tive emotions.

Section 4.2, 4.3

RQ#4 H4 Yes Participants in the stress task judged response
delays to be slightly longer and experienced more
negative emotions than those who were in the IR
task.

Section 4.2, 4.3

cycles, the analysis had settled on the primary issues discussed in this paper. Now we briefly expand
on each suggestion in the next sections.

4.5.1 Holding or Filler Messages. The majority of the participants recommended filler or holding
messages (N = 98). Conversational fillers or holding messages are quite ubiquitous in human
conversations, such as “well”, “hm”, “uh” or “let me think” [29]. They let the waiting person know
that s/he is not ignored and the response is likely to come shortly. For instance, One worker (ID:385)
replied : “ Perhaps they can provide a quick response first such as ‘I understand, please give me a
moment to think on what you have said’ before issuing a more in-depth response... ”. Another worker
(ID:370) replied: “Maybe a holding message to say, ‘please bear with me while I think about that’?”

4.5.2 Typing indicators. Typing indicators make chatbot interactions appear more natural. These
indicators show that a message is being typed and thus could encourage users to wait. participants
mentioned two types of typing indicators that are very prevalent in messenger applications; 1)
graphical typing indicators (N = 38); 2) text-based typing indicators (N = 11). Graphical typing
indicators include three animated dots [. . . ], progress bar or loading or thinking icon while the
text-based indicators include “Person X is typing”. For example, concerning the graphical indicator,
one worker (ID:264) replied as “Maybe add ... to show that the chat bot is currently typing. There was
nothing to illustrate to me that the chat bot was actually working on its next response to me which was
a little annoying.”. Example of text-based indicator was described by worker (ID:271) as follows:
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Fig. 11. participants’ suggestions about handling the long delays in crowd-powered conversational agent

“I think having a notification saying ‘x is typing’ makes the waiting process more realistic and more
reassuring”

4.5.3 Using Crowd’s behaviour. Participants also suggested solutions to reducing response delays
that were directly linked with the crowd’s behaviour (N = 16), such as checking whether other
person (worker) is still there, communicating with workers beforehand about the expected response
delays, having a ‘seen’ function akin to messaging applications, send reminders to workers who
are slow in responding. They also introduced a strategy to show partial responses that allow the
user to see a response when it is being written in real time. This is similar to the IMO messaging
app that allows you to see in real-time what the other person is typing. For instance, “Check that
the other person is still there...” (ID:394) or “Communicate with the person how long response times are
expected to take at the beginning of the conversation.” (ID:278) . Regarding the partial responses, one
worker (ID:268) said, “Just to display the word typing or similar so you know you will definitely get a
response; the waiting was frustrating.”

4.5.4 Entertaining Activities. Participants also mentioned entertaining activities as a way to distract
a waiting person. This includes playing some game or puzzle (N = 13), something interesting to
read (N = 11), watching a cartoon animation or video (N = 11) and listening to some relaxing music
(N = 6). [Game or Puzzle, ID:253]: “There could be simple games like ‘Pong’ or ‘Snake’ that can keep
the user occupied while waiting” [Short readings, ID:66]: “...Giving the user something short to read
may make the delay seem less lengthy.”. [Animation or Video, ID:461]: “Perhaps have an interesting
character moving around the screen”.

4.5.5 Notifications. Participants also mentioned that when the delays are longer, one’s attention
may wander off to some other tasks. Therefore an audio notification at short interval may help to
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retain one’s attention (N = 2). Example includes (ID:63): “Unsure as sometimes delays are unavoidable.
It would be good to have a ding sound when the bot responds so you can click away on other tabs, then
be alerted when there is a response”

4.5.6 Other suggestions. Other suggestions include showing emojis, engaging users with some
breathing activities and providing tools for note-taking or thought recording while waiting.

4.6 Participants’ Perceptions about Different Delay Levels
Using the same thematic analysis approach as outlined previously, we investigated instances in
which participants expressed their emotions concerning varying levels of delay. Overall, participants
from 2s (N = 38) and 4s (N = 44) conditions believed that the responses in both conditions were
quick because it is impractical for humans to provide in-depth answers in such a short span of
time. For instance, a participant in 2s condition responded as [ID.35]: “The response is very fast, so I
know that this is not a human typing a response. The response is quite meaningful and thorough. I
am happy with the response.” Another participant in 4s condition replied [ID.186]: “The responses
from Stress-bot were very fast so sometimes it felt like he hadn’t really understood but after reading
the responses I found they were appropriate”.

Participants in the 8s (N = 25) condition believed that the response time was not too long. This
assertion was echoed by a participant [ID.193]: “The response time was good, and I was not kept
waiting a long time. If this happened on all chatboxes I don’t see how anyone would complain”. Another
participant [ID. 394] who interacted with Stress-bot commented: “I don’t feel the delay in responses
was excessive. As a patient, if I were waiting for that level of response from a human, I’d be happy
they thought about it. . . ”.

Only a few participants (N = 13) supplied feedback on the 16s condition; those who did provided
feedback were equivocal about their feelings. Some participants (N = 5) thought the response
time was irritating, while the remainder (N = 8) thought it was reasonable. For instance, one
participant [ID.456] expressed dissatisfaction with the long delay as follows: “I thought the response
was well-thought out, informative and interesting, but the delay made me think I did something wrong,
or something was broken at first”. Another participant [ID. 156] replied: “Even though I expected the
delay, the thought did flash across my mind that perhaps I wasn’t going to get a response and my
internet had frozen, when I was sitting waiting. . . ”. Although delayed responses negatively impacted
on the user experience with CPCSs, it increased their perception that a real human was talking
instead of a bot; one participant [ID.216] replied: “It felt like an actual person and not a chatbot”. One
participant [ID.460] who believed that the response was reasonable commented: “IR-bot gave a good
response and answered my question well within a reasonable amount of time.”. Another participant
[ID.517] responded as: “no I think the response time was fine, I have waited longer for responses in the
past.”

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1 RQ1: 2-4s Delay is Robotic, 8s Delay is Tolerable but 16s Delay is Captive
Our findings indicate that participants perceived the waiting time to be less than it actually was
and were unable to differentiate between two and four second delays (cf. Figure 5). Thus, it is
obvious that the functional or utilitarian appraisal of time is valid until four seconds of delay. This
is owing to the engaging nature of digital interventions, particularly chatbots, which mimic human
connection through a conversational approach. This might have helped participants to divert their
focus away from the time until 4s and increased their engagement [91, 92, 95]. Theoretical models
developed by psychologists concerning time perception models can also explain this phenomenon.
For example, cognitive absorption [5] is defined as a ‘state of intense involvement with software’
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(p. 673) and is derived from Csikszentmihalyi’s flow theory [24], which defines a mental state in
which a person performing an activity is completely immersed in a sense of energized focus, deep
involvement, and enjoyment in the process of the activity. When the system took longer than
8s, however, the emotional component was affected. Given that this deep involvement is linked
to subjective experiences with cognitive and emotional dimensions [91], it is likely that negative
experiences concerning the appraisal of the wait started to slowly emerge after 4s but worsened
after 8s. In the 2 and 4s conditions, the uncanny valley theory [81] may account for participants’
assessment of the bot’s utterance as robotic and unexpectedly fast. For instance, a study shows
that participants perceived interaction with the chatbot as an unpleasant or eerie if they have to
wait longer for the response especially when chatting with a human [110]. In our case, since the
participants knew a priori that real humans are generating responses, they might have assumed
that they would take some time in composing a valid response. Thus, an extremely fast response
made them uncertain regarding the true nature of a CPCS as human or AI that provoked feelings
of eeriness. This finding also reflects that the development of technological innovation to lower the
response latency below 4s would be extravagant within the context of CPCS.

Participants from the 8s condition deemed that the response time was not excessively long. This
finding seems noteworthy but poses an important question: Is it conceivable to attain up to an
8 second response latency for difficult conversational tasks in CPCS that require more cognitive
capacity? One solution is to use speech to text (STT) services on the crowd interface. For instance,
CoZ [3] was able to endow workers’ web interface with STT API for quickly transliterating voices
of workers into text. Furthermore, people can speak faster (compared to typing) and take shorter
pauses– typically about a quarter to half a second [86]–to reflect on what they say. Therefore, an 8
second duration seems sufficient for people to come up with a reasonable answer with STT. These
results are also consistent with a prior finding about system response time in telephony speech
applications where authors claimed that waiting time should not exceed beyond 4–8 seconds [35].
Favoring this claim, Nielsen [85] suggests that 10 seconds is the upper limit for keeping the user’s
attention focused on the dialogue.
The 16s condition elicited higher negative affective reactions from participants (cf. Figure 9).

Similar to our finding, Yang et al. [125] showed that delays in the response of conversational agents
were associated with negative affect (distressed, anxious, tense etc.). Likewise, Butler [18] used
the same geometric sequence of response delays in simple computer-based data entry tasks. He
found that when the computer took longer time to respond in printing the prompt characters, so
did users in responding. Furthermore, Chatbots waits are usually open-ended, where no explicit
waiting duration can be conveyed after a user inquiry. Thus, a user’s attention is held captive until
a chatbot response [121]. Miller [76] wrote in his report about response time in conversational
transactions that “captivity of more than 15 seconds, even for information essential to him, may be
more than an annoyance and disruption”.

In summary, within the CPCS context, researchers need to develop algorithms and workflows to
keep the response latency within 4-8 seconds. For scenarios that require longer response time, such
as complex information retrieval tasks, the effects of extended waiting time can be alleviated by
designing and testing different time fillers [121]. Besides, the fact is that current CPCS are nowhere
near the threshold of 8s; for instance, field deployments of Chorus show that 25% percent of the
conversations obtained a first answer within 30 seconds [46]. Although CoZ [3] was able to keep
response latency under ∼8 seconds by broadcasting an audio-video stream, this is not an affordable
solution for long-term deployments. Thus, our current study is the first that addresses the issue of
time perceptions in CPCS and raises the urgency of developing techniques beyond already known
techniques (e.g. pre-recruiting and retainer [11, 45]) to reduce the perceived latency of CPCS within
the desirable range of 4-8 seconds.
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5.2 RQ2:Quality of Response’s Content can Influence Waiting Experience
Participants perceived the affective response in terms of irritation, boredom, fairness, etc. more
negatively when the quality of the bot’s responses was lower, regardless of response delays (cf.
Figure 8). These findings are in line with the prior work where authors studied the impact of
product qualities (measured with pragmatic quality, hedonic quality, and the overall appeal) on the
affective experience with conversational agents [125]. One important finding was that “quality of
response content” was negatively related to the negative affect, that is, when the quality of the
response content was lower, participants experienced more stress.
Given that one of the criteria for response quality in the current study was usefulness, we

also analyzed the association between response times and perceived quality (Cf. section 4.4). Our
findings, however, did not provide solid evidence regarding the influence of the bot’s response
quality on perceived delay, other than the fact that good quality responses reduce frustration.
However, it appears that when the quality of the bot’s answers was high, the estimation of passing
time would be slightly compressed when the delays were longer; 8.8% decrease for 8s delay and
4.7% decrease for 16s delay. Thus, the high-quality of responses can be an important factor for
countering the negative effects of waiting. However, further studies within the context of CPCS
are needed to test this association. Additionally, because cognitive appraisal of the wait is related
to time, there is ample evidence that shows that shorter delays result in greater satisfaction (see
[51, 94, 112]). In other words, the more positive the wait is rated, the more satisfied the user is with
the service.
To the best of our knowledge, no study in human-chatbot interaction or in CPCS has looked

specifically at the influence of quality of response content on the perception of time. We are only
aware of few studies in the service marketing and transit agency context that study the relationship
between quality of service and perception of waiting time. For instance, Pruyn and Smidts [93]
studied the attractiveness of the waiting environment in terms of comfort, spaciousness, and
atmosphere on the perception of waiting time. They argued that quality of environment can serve
as an element of distraction and consequently can lower the perception of elapsed time, though
their study did not reveal such effects. The reason we found only a weak relationship between the
response quality and perception of time could be for a variety of underlying factors; for instance, it
may be the case that variation in the quality of the bot’s responses in this study was not substantial
enough to evoke the potential effect on the perceived waiting time.
These results also provide an interesting trade-off between content quality and latency. For

instance, researchers have developed and tested a plethora of techniques to lower the objective
waiting time in CPCS through pre-recruiting, queuing, and other computational techniques [11, 43,
45]. Nevertheless, lowering the objective waiting time beyond certain limit could compromise the
quality of crowd output due to time pressure on workers. Our result seems to support this notion
that the quality of response contents is an important factor that may influence the perception of
time passing and thus, by uplifting the quality of response contents one can lower the perceptions
of actual waiting time. Maintaining the high quality of crowd output is an active area of research
in crowdsourcing [61]; for instance, research has shown that properly training crowd workers to
support complex conversational tasks could significantly improve the quality of response content
[4]. Our research has advanced the state of the art in CPCS by stating that subjective waiting time
perceptions can be improved by enriching the quality of response content. As a result, this can
ease the engineering efforts in real-time crowdsourcing research to improve the response latency
to a desirable extent of 8 seconds based on our results.
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5.3 RQ3: Perceived Time Drags and Perceived Quality Boosts Up with Low Complexity
Tasks

When the tasks’ complexity was lower, participants overestimated the elapsed time in comparison
to high complexity tasks (Figure 6.B). Past research shows that a complex activity can lead to
underestimation of elapsed time [6, 13, 59]. For instance, this assertion was supported by Khan
et al. [59] who conducted an experiment to find the effect of cognitive load on time perception. The
complexity of task was varied based on the cognitive load—ranging from merely paying attention
to memorizing the presented items. Their results revealed a negative association between cognitive
load and time perceptions, that is, when the cognitive load increased, participants underestimated
the time perceptions. Likewise, Block and Gellersen [13] varied the complexity of three input
techniques, including simple on-screen icon invoked by the mouse (GUI), graphical toolbar that
was mounted on the keyboard to invoke commands (display keyboard) and finally a touch-sensing
keyboard (touch keyboard) combined on-screen icon with corresponding touch-based keys on
the keyboard. In their experiment, a touch keyboard was considered to be a cognitively more
stimulating input modality than others. Their results indicate that participants who executed
commands with the touch keyboard perceived the time to be shorter.
This inverse relationship between cognitive load and time perceptions can be better explained

with the well-grounded cognitive-timer [38] and cognitive-attentional [113] models from psychology.
For instance, the cognitive–attentional [113] model explains that a person’s attentional resources
are limited and are usually split between temporal and non-temporal information during an activity.
Thus, if an activity has a non-temporal dimension, such as recalling more information, then the
temporal estimation is affected. The cognitive-timer models also relies on similar assumptions: “(1)
the existence of a cognitive timer whose purpose is to process and generate temporal information; (2)
temporal information is processed by the timer by storing the number of subjective time units which
have accumulated during a given interval; and (3) attentional resources are allocated continuously to
enable both temporal and non-temporal information processing, with a trade-off in allocation between
the cognitive timer and other cognitive modules”. For instance, a high complexity search task involves
more cognitive modules, such as extracting knowledge from different sources and then structuring
and organizing them to create a new idea, which results in a decreased attention towards the
temporal aspects; Thus, it is possible that the user may establish a belief around this notion that
CPCS may take longer to respond and consequently their biological mechanism—the internal clock–
[64] is adapted to underestimate the temporal judgment. On the other hand, a low complexity
search task only requires extracting a relevant fact from the information sources, which requires
less cognitive resources and attention is devoted towards temporal aspects. Therefore, the time
appears to pass more slowly in the low complexity tasks. Thus, if CPCS takes longer to respond in
low complexity tasks, it can further exacerbate users’ waiting experience.
We also found a combined impact of task complexity and response quality on the perceived

interaction quality with CPCS. When task complexity and response quality was low, participants
perceived the interaction quality higher compared to when task complexity was high (Figure 10.A).
Results obtained by Borromeo et al. [16] are consistent with our findings who studied the impact
of task complexity and crowd type on work quality. They tasked workers with two types of
tasks; a complex task required workers to extract more information items (e.g., title, authors,
source etc.) from a given presentation, whereas a simple task required workers to only extract
one information item. Their experiments indicate that the simple task generated higher quality
results than the complex task by a paid crowd. Another possible interpretation of this finding
is that in low complexity tasks, users may have set lower expectations regarding the response
quality; as such, when the responses’ quality was compromised, it did not greatly influence their
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perception of quality and subsequently they overestimated it. An alternative explanation could be
that participants who had less experience with chatbot technology could have overemphasized the
responses’ quality. A similar idea that might explain this finding is the positive correlation that
we found between social orientation towards chatbot technology (Cf. section 4.4) and perceived
quality. Thus, it is possible that participants who had participated in these conditions perceived
chatbots more as social beings in lieu of machines, and consequently perceived the response quality
to be higher. To confirm this, we performed a t-test to examine the difference in participants’
self-reported social orientation scores between low and high-complexity tasks. We found that
when the task complexity was low, participants’ self-reported social orientation scores were greater
(3.1 ± 1.65) as compared to high complexity tasks (2.6 ± 1.68) (𝑡 (235) = 2.276, 𝑝 = .024). Thus, we
can conclude that participants who preferred more humanized social interaction with the CPCS,
perceived the quality to be higher even when it was compromised.

5.4 RQ4: Task Types Matter: Users in the Stress Task were More Affected with Waiting
Participants who interacted with an IR-bot perceived delays to be shorter (cf. Figure 6.A) and
perceived the quality of interaction to be more positive than those who interacted with the Stress-
bot (cf. Figure 10.B). Why participants, in the IR task, had a better waiting experience could be
associated with the nature of IR tasks where the only goal is to extract relevant information from
the agent as opposed to engaging in multi-turn, unconstrained and continued dialogue with the
agent to alleviate stress and maintain rapport. Thus, it is possible that participants in the IR task
were able to tolerate some delays due to its short-lived, single-turn nature. Recent research has
tended to show a similar trend where Peng et al. [89] studied the impact of different response delays
(1, 2, 4, 8s) on the users’ satisfaction, in a human-robot context, for two task types: chitchat and IR.
Their results show that when the delays were longer (4s and 8s), users in the chitchat condition
showed less satisfaction than those who engaged with the IR tasks.
We could relate our participants’ positive perception of interaction quality with the IR task

to the way we designed the contents of responses for both tasks. For example, in the stress
task, answers were derived from templated responses that were rather generic in nature. Despite
the fact that these answers were verified by professional psychologists, it is probable that some
participants were dissatisfied with the responses due to their generic nature and lack of detailed and
contextualized feedback. In the case of IR tasks, it was comparatively easier to design a high-quality
response because the search tasks were pre-defined and were presented in the form of quick replies.
Secondly, aggregating answers from multiple information sources to tell a coherent story was a
straightforward task.

Fig. 12. Timeline: it indicates locations where the creator of CPCS can insert fillers to alleviate waiting feelings
and indicates locations where a message from the crowd is expected.
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5.5 Participants’ Perceptions of the Bots’ Identities
Given that we did not inquire participants about their perception regarding the nature of the chatbot
in this study, this raises the question of what "identity" participants perceived toward the bots
when they interacted with them - Did they view them as human or AI? In previous trials involving
around 1000 participants, we discovered that approximately 73% of subjects believed they interacted
with a form of hybrid intelligence, whereas the other 27% believed they interacted exclusively
with AI [1]. Based on this, we expect that the current experiment would yield comparable results.
It is noteworthy that even if participants believed that they were interacting with AI, this is to
be expected in a hybrid CPCS setting where there is a role of AI in either creating a response or
evaluating the quality of human-generated output. While current research on AI and conversational
agents has focused on revealing the true nature of systems in laboratory trials due to ethical issues
[99], masking the identity of a bot has shown some advantages. For instance, hybrid CPCSs are
comparable to chatbots often employed in customer service contexts, where concealing the true
nature of a conversational agent may be helpful in certain circumstances, particularly when seamless
overlapping of human (customer representative) and AI is involved [110]. Another advantage of
opacity was discovered in another study, where the bot was deployed to answer users’ questions
on the Stack Overflow community. They found that when the bot pretended to be a person (similar
to our case), it was perceived more positively than when the bot revealed its bot identity [84].
Furthermore, both bots exhibit some features that may help to perceive them as human-like. For
instance, a dynamic chatbot that generated relevant follow-up questions was seen as more human-
like than a static bot that did not generate such inquiries [105]. This was true in the case of the
Stress-bot, which uses MI theory to ask follow-up questions through multiple turns. However, in
the case of an IR-bot, we used simple, polite, and informal language to create responses, which
is indicative of humanness [8]. Our future research will examine how users’ perceptions change
when they learn post-hoc whether the bot was controlled by humans or AI.

6 IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGNING FUTURE CROWD-POWERED CONVERSATIONAL
SYSTEMS

We found that some participants in general did not like fast responses for two reasons: 1) they
thought that CPCS had not sincerely pondered and understood their problem and was only con-
cerned about answering quickly; 2) They believed that the answer was auto generated because it is
impossible for a human to read and respond to a message in such a short time. Therefore, it seemed
like postponing the answer up to 4s is not strenuous in the context of CPCS. In case of longer
responses, one prominent solution that was proposed by participants was using filler or holding
messages (e.g., “please bear with me while I think about that”)–Figure 11. Thus, the designers of
CPCS can add these filler messages after certain time period to let the users believe that CPCS is
still actively listening, in addition to more traditional graphical indicators (Figure 12). We propose
that after a 4s period, a filler message should be displayed to acknowledge the question, and to
request the user to wait until receiving an answer from the crowd. Ideally, in the next 4 to 8s, an
answer should be received from the crowd. If no answer is received within 8s, then the CPCS can
wait for a couple of more seconds (based on the theory proposed by Nielsen [85]) for the answer.
If no answer is received within 10s, another filler message can be displayed that can explain the
reasons for the delay and ask the user to further wait.
Workers in CPCS can at times take longer than 16s to respond due to variety of reasons that

are outside their control, such as slow typing speed, fatigue, a poor Internet connection and other
technical issues. In these scenarios, filler messages can be augmented with other options, such as
those proposed by participants in our study. For instance, in case of search tasks that take longer to
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respond, CPCS can offer users to solve a quiz or a puzzle to sooth the effects of waiting. In case of
stress tasks, it is more relevant to augment filler messages with calming music or relaxing visual
images/animations that showed effectiveness in relieving stress [118]. Furthermore, since the CPCS
are relying on humans, one can infer the expected waiting time based of the worker’s typing speed
and the average number of words that the worker has earlier written. Based on this, one can display
a timer or progress bar to give a waiting estimate.

To ensure and maintain high quality input from crowd workers, control mechanisms have already
been proposed [7]. For instance, Chorus [69] implements an explicit voting method where workers
vote on the messages proposed by their fellow workers, while Evorus [48] implements an automatic
voting technique based on machine learning models to improve the quality of responses over time.
Although these methods help to improve the response quality to some extent, they can be ineffective.
For example, in the case there are many spammers or inexperienced workers because the majority
voting would weigh the votes of all workers equally [56]. For instance, it is a challenging task for
an unskilled worker to provide effective coaching to people who are distressed. Such coaching
requires workers to practice a plethora of skills ranging from understanding a person’s thoughts
and feelings to deciding what psychological interventions to provide based on the situation. In
a recent study [4], researchers explored the efficacy of a conversational user interface (CUI) for
training crowd workers to deliver complex therapeutic tasks based on MI skills. Results show that
workers who were trained through CUI provided better psychological interventions and felt higher
self-efficacy for dealing with stress management tasks. Similar CUIs can be employed to train
workers to retrieve high-quality answers in case of complex information finding tasks. Additionally,
one can nudge workers to enhance their learning gain for complex conversational tasks by setting
learning goals for those who have high learning goal orientation [97]. These solutions can help to
improve the content quality of responses, and can consequently improve the waiting experience
and engagement.

Predicting complexity for complex conversational tasks could be beneficial for both workers and
users of the CPCS system. For instance, if the CPCS is able to measure complexity of the utterance
posed by the user, it can route the request to the workers who are fastest typists or assign the task
to those who have the required skills or training to accomplish the task more quickly. Although
various computation-based techniques have been developed to measure cognitive load of operators
[60] or measuring the complexity of the individual messages in chatbots [39], it remains a challenge
to assess complexity for diverse and complex conversational tasks. For example, in a stress task,
merely measuring complexity based on the language used would not be sufficient since the task
may involve a variety of stressors that would then define the complexity. Therefore, there is a need
to quantify the stressful state context in stress mitigation tasks [88]. Similarly, IR tasks may also
involve various dimensions that can define their complexity, such as the number of information
resources needed to forge, the number of activities involved, the number of steps required and
the expected workers’ search behaviors in term of the query length, the number of URLs visited,
etc [57]. Yang et al. [124] employed an extensive approach to quantify subjective complexity of
crowdsourcing tasks based on some measurable properties of tasks, such as metadata features
(e.g., title, descriptions etc.), content features (e.g., words count, links, and images etc.), and visual
features (e.g., colorfulness, stylesheet etc.). Their proposed method was able to use these features
to accurately predict the task complexity and task performance. Similar approaches are needed to
quantify complexity of crowdsourced conversational tasks.
In summary, our study highlights several key findings and design implications for CPCSs that

are presented below:
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⋆ Users increasingly underestimated the waiting time when the delay was above 2s and were
able to tolerate the delay up to 8s. Thus, researchers need to develop algorithms andworkflows
to keep the response latency within 4-8 seconds for CPCSs.

⋆ CPCSs can be equipped with different conversational fillers or acknowledgement tokens to
mitigate the waiting time in CPCSs. For exceedingly longer delays, some non-temporal tasks
such as solving a puzzle or an animation can be used to distract users.

⋆ Since our perception is our reality, we can aim for lowering the subjective waiting time in
CPCS by uplifting the quality of response contents through workers’ training, which does
not require much engineering work as opposed to algorithmically lowering objective waiting
time or system response time in CPCS.

⋆ An inverse relationship between task complexity and time perception holds within CPCS.
Thus, computationally predicting the complexity for crowdsourced conversational tasks
could be helpful in less complicated tasks to route the request to workers who are fastest
typists or assign the task to those who have the required skills to accomplish the task more
quickly.

⋆ People are less affected with waiting in task-centric conversations that are shallow in focus
and need fewer exchanges compared to emotion-centric conversations that are deep in focus
and require multiple exchanges in CPCS. In the former case, strict time constraints can be
eased for crowd workers to generate answers.

7 LIMITATIONS
A limitation of the study concerns the nature of user responses. These were restricted to choosing
between template-based utterances rather than typing in free responses. While this approach is
adopted for reasons of ease of use in many chatbot applications, it is also not universally applicable
especially in the cases where a free form conversation is intended, as is the case in cases of dealing
with stress or other personal problems. Given the restricted nature of text entry in our experiments,
our results may not easily generalize to cases of extended free form text input, where perhaps a
largely varying time to compose an input or even the content of the system response may influence
the expectations of the user regarding the response delay. Future studies could also address if the
type of time-filler selected for different cases is considered suitable in different context and for
different types of conversation. However, our study does inform what type of “filler” would be
applicable for a certain latency.
We purposefully introduced complexity into the design to test the hypothesis that when com-

plexity of the user input is low, participants will have less patience for extended delays than when
complexity is high. As a result, we did not adjust the bot’s response time based on the complexity
of the user enquiry to determine how this would affect the perception of time. However, given
the stress task’s free-form nature, it is possible that users will occasionally enter simple responses
(such as "hello") anticipating a prompt response. We controlled this concern in two ways in the
Stress-bot: 1) we designed it in accordance with motivational interviewing literature, which encour-
ages participants to ponder and enter practical responses rather than short inquiries (e.g., what
concerns you about your problem? ); 2) The Stress-bot initiated the conversation and greeted users,
avoiding short inquiries from users, and asked a question in the beginning to break the ice (e.g.,
Tell me what brought you here today?). In the case of an IR-bot, the length of the user’s response
had no bearing on the outcome, as the user’s response had been pre-programmed. We intend to do
additional research to determine how varied lengths of user requests affect people’s perceptions of
CPCS delays in real-world contexts.
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Another limitation of our study is that we cannot ascertain how participants interpreted bots’
identities when they interacted with them. For instance, were they aware that the bots were pre-
programmed with pre-defined responses or that the responses were augmented in real time by
human intelligence? Future research will look into how the results vary between those who felt
they were interacting with AI alone versus those who thought they were interacting with a bot
powered by human intelligence.
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A SAMPLE STRESS MANAGEMENT TASK
Carla is a 21-year-old unmarried girl. She is a final year bachelor student studying
Innovation Sciences. She is a very hard-working student and has received an ‘A’ grade
on all of her assignments. Her teachers believe that she is one of the best students
in the class. A new student named Hanna, has recently moved from another class
to Carla’s class. Hanna is also a very talented student and received ‘A’ grades on all
of her assignments. The presence of Hanna is stressing Carla out. Prior to Hanna’s
arrival, Carla considered herself to be the best student in class, with the best grades.
Now she feels like she needs to compete with Hanna and is wary of losing out on
the ‘Best Student Award’, an award presented by the University to the student with
the most stellar academic record at the end of the study program. Previously, Carla
found assignments to be easy and straightforward but now she is obsessed about her
performance in the assignments and tends to worry about unnecessary details. For
instance, she is constantly sending emails to her teachers to clarify the assignments and
to make sure that she is doing well according to the instructions. She believes that if she
fails to earn that award, then she would be a failure. She finds this situation increasingly
overwhelming, and this makes her feel distressed and worried. When Carla is stressed
out, she sits in a quiet place and tells herself that this award is something confined to
her university, and nobody would know or care about it in the grand scheme of things.
So, it would not really impact her future employment prospects or what her peers may
think of her. This strategy is called self-talk, and this relieves her stress to some degree.
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